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GRAVITATION. 

The real significance of Newton's discovery of universal grav- 

itation is fully appreciated by but few. To a certain degree, all 

men are acquainted with it, for it is that force which gives weight 

to a body or causes it to fall toward the center of the earth. But 

it goes still farther, determining the position of the planetary 

bodies, and holding them in their orbits. 

A large number of Philosophers before Newton were aware of the 

motion of terrestial bodies, and contributed something that aided in 

the discovery of this law. Of these we will mention but one; Gall- 

illeo, for it was by looking from the heights of Gallilleo's dis- 

covery that Newton was enabled to discover the great law which he did 

Gallilleo was born at Pisa, Italy, Feb. 14, 1564. He early 

showed a fondnes for mathematics, and at the age of twenty was a 

distinguished geometrician. Five years later, he was appointed 

professor of Mathematics at Pisa. It was here, while seated in a 

church that he noticed the slow and uniform swinging of a lamp, and 

inferred that this principle might be used as a measure of time. 

This idea he carried out fifty years later. 

He wrote many excellent treatises on science, and constructed 

many machines of public utility for he state. Among some of his 

inventions were the thermometer, the proportional comrass, and the mi- 

croscope. He was the founder of Experimental Science, and first 

formulated the principle of virtual velocities. He investigated 

the true laws of motion, and by experiment, demonstrated that L,rav- 

ity acts on all bodies alike, and that bodies of unequal weights 

will fall thru the same space in equal times. 

One of the peculiarities of Gallilleo was to tell others what 

he knew himself. This trait led him into difficulty. The members 

of the Inquisition, hearing of his discoveries, became alarmed and 



had him imprisoned for teaching that which war contrary to the Church 

doctrine. After iprisorrient, for some time, he was allowed to re- 

turn to Florence, where he again took up his study, surrounded by af- 

fectiosate pupils. His works written at this time were preserved by 

a faithful friend and afterwards enabled Newton to deduce the law 

of universal gravitation. After four years of blindness, he died, 

Jan. 9, 1642, the same year in which Newton was born. 

Sir Isaac :ewton was born on Christmas day, 1642in Lincoln- 

shire, England. He, like his predecessor, Gallilleo, early devel- 

oped a taste for mathematics and applied himself to this study on ent- 

ering Trinity College, Cambridge. He made rapid strides and in 

the year in which he graduated, committed to writing his fi-st dis- 

covery in fluxious. Mile at home and seated in his mother's or- 

chard, he noticed the falling of the apples with a constantly acctllo- 

rating speed. This led him to the solution of the mystery as to 

what, force retains the moon and planets in their orbits, and why the 

earth approaches and reidesfrom the sun without ever deviating 

from its course. The answer was: Perhaps the same force that drew 

the apple to the ground holds the planets in their orbits. Here he 

applied the law as established by Gallilleo. The stumbling block 

of these earlier philosophers, w is that they could not account for 

the motion of the planets. Their motion being at defiance with 

all motions with which they were acquainted. They also saw that any- 

body, to have motion, must be acted upon by a continuous force. 

Newton was probably the first to see the fallacy of this, and clear l,f 

formulated it in his laws of motion: viz:- "A body once set in mo- 

tion and acted on by no force will move forever in a straight line 

with a uniform velocity." 

2nd. "If a moving body be acted on by any force, its deviation 

from the motion defined in the "'first law will be in the direction 
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of the force and proportional to it." 

3d. Action and reaction are equal, and in opposite directions. 

The first la- is the funda mental one, and on these three laws hine 

the basis of his discoveries. The reason for these laws remaining 

unknown for so long is that there was no case on the earht's surface 

where a body was not acted upon by some force, and hence no means 

of experiment. renton conceived this ureat principle ar envmer- 

ated in the first law, and working from it, was enabled to answer 

the question as to why the moon does not fly off at a tangent from 

its path around the earth. To find the force required to do this, 

he made a circulation using 700(0 miles as the diameter of the earth, 

and 60 half diameters as the distance o- the moon from the earth. 

He found his results to be too small by 2.2 feet, he consequently 

laid the problem aside for twenty years, when hearing that Picard in 

France had discovered that the former measurements of the earth's 

diameter were too small by about one sixth. Figurin,, from this new 

measurement, he found the amount of fall was 16.1 feet per minute 

on 1/3600 of the force of gravity of the earth, which corresponds ex- 

actly to the law or the inverse square of the distance. 

To extend the law to the other planets, we need only to apply 

Kepler's third law, and we find that every planet gravitates toward 

the sun inversely as the square of the distance. The pathway of 

the body was proven by Newton in accordance with Kepler's 1st. law, 

that it would be elliptical in shape with the sun in one of its foci. 

Calculations on all the planets has proven that this lay holds good, 

there being not a single deviation from it. 

In the case of Comets, there is an apparent exception. The 

tail seems to be repelled. Theories have been advanced to account 

for it, but the one that seems to be most plausible is that the sun 

exerts an electrical repellent force on the vaporized portion in the 

tail. In consequence of this universality of attraction, we have 



this great law formulated:- "Every particle of matter in the universJ 

attracts every oter particle with a force directly as their masses 

and 'inversely as the square of the distance which separates them." 

GRAVITY. (from Modern Latin derivative of gravitate; derivative 

of Latin gravltas, heaviness; derivative of gravis, heavy. 

In its widest sense, the tendency which all bodies exibit 

to,approach others with a force directly as their mass and inversely 
distance 

prol',ortional to the square of the between them. In general gravity 

giveS weight to all substances in nature. The rising.of vapor; the 

falling of rain; the wind; the 'low of streams over the sloping sur- 

facedf the land are all caused by the attraction o the great mass 

of the earth en the comparatively small masses of matter on its 

surface, causing bodies to fall with a constantly accellerating speed 

passing over a distance of 16.1 ft., the first second three times that 

distance the second, five times that distance the third, and so on. 

ts_ 

The variations of gravity on the earth's 'surface are due to the 

following causes. The earth is not a perfect sphe're, but a spheriod, 

with the diameter at the equater about 43 Kilometers greater than the 

diameter thru the poles. Gravity would thus have a less value at 

the equater than at the poles, they being farther from the earthls 

center. The centriftgal force at .the equater causes the body to loon 

neight, which amounts to about 1/289 of its weight. Of course, 

this decreses toward the poles. Gravity also varies with the alti- 

tude. The length of a second's pendulum at thevequater is 99.103 en. 

and at the poles it is 99.610 cm. nhese lengths are taken at sea - 

level, and the formula for gravity in this case is:- 
zt 

The first experimental determination of gravity was performed 

by Richer, in 167:). He took a clock from Paris to Cayenne, and found 

that it lost 21/2. minutes daily. It was reuldted At Cayenne, and 

when taken hack to Paris it was found to gain 2 1/2 minutes. This 
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Was due as can be readily seen to the form of the earth. There have 

been many ways devised to det()rmine gravity such as:- Inclined Plane 

"Dilute Gravity" Atood's machine; Spiral spring; pendulum and an 

instrument called the reversible pendulum. To measure the force of 

gravi4-y at Manhattan, we have employed two ways as follows: 

Simple pendulum:- A brass plumb bob was suspene ';,:f means of a 

fine thread. 

of vibration obtained by 

It was set in vibration thru a small are and the time 
sk, 

means of a stop watch at the instant.4the 

pendulum assumes the verticle. It here has its maximum speed and 

hence can be more accurately determined when it passes some denoted 

point or plumb -line near it. The formula for the pendulum is: - 
3 

if 
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REI.MRSTBLT: PENDULUM. This js similar to the simple pendulum, but MOre 

accurate. It is based on tie prihciple of interchangebility of 

the centers of suspension and oscillation. The rod of the pendulum 

carries two knife edges, which are adjustable. They are then so ar- 

ranged then when the pendulum swings from knife-edge No. 1, YO. 2 

will be near the center of oscillation. It is then reversed, No. 2 

being the supporting one and by this means, when they vibrate in 

equal periods in both positions, the distance between the two knife 

edges is found to be the length of the perdu' um. The formula is the 

same for this one as for the simple pendulum. 
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Spiral spring:- Then the spring s oscillating, and when it is at 

either its maximum or minimum elo'ngation, the energy contained in 

it will all be potential. 7ence, we must find a point where it is all 

Kinetic, and then equate the two. We find the Potential EnergvIA07 

when A is the distance displaced by a mass M. 

The Kinetic Energy at the end of the 
'2_ 2_ 

?kg 
and that of the spring itself .a71" a_ 

3 c%/o__ 
displacement. M, the mass of the body on the end of the spring and 

-2 Tr 2Q "Y/t_ 
sprint' is equal to 

A, being the distance of 

Ms the mass of the spring 7, time of vibration. 
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If we now add an over weight to the mass on the spring, we will get 

a deflection for that certain amount. 

Let G- gravity. D., deflectin by the small ma.-, get and we/(z. 
Substituting this for K above we get (7//1 7-zea 

/ 

Owing to lack of apparatus, we were unable to obtain readings 

by this method. 

By takin the mean of the readings for the Simple Pendulum 

(980.07 dynes) and the Reversible Pendulum (980.35 dynes), we get 

980.21 dynes as the value of the force of gravity at Manhattan. 


